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Online Television and the Aesthetics of Serialized Narrative 
 
Netflix has set itself up to be the HBO of the web, investing as much as $100 million 
into original series with name-brand directors and actors.  Case in point: upcoming 
political drama House of Cards, directed by David Fincher and starring Kevin Spacey.  
Unlike Hulu, whose revenue is driven by advertising and thus has a no-nudity policy, 
Netflix can cater more openly to adults with no FCC broadcast regulations on 
language, violence, or sexual content.  By aligning itself with the HBO “aesthetic” and 
taste culture, Netflix aims to add some cultural cachet to online video, while also 
attempting to reverse their fortunes after a critical gaffe last year. (Their announced 
plan to split streaming and DVD services lost them more than 800,000 customers 
and over $12 billion in value.) 
 
Netflix’s incredibly risky investment of a planned $3.7 billion into original 
programming over the next five years necessitates somewhat less risk in terms of 
content and aesthetics.  Their only “original series” released so far, Lilyhammer 
(made for Norwegian television and bought by Netflix for U.S. distribution), riffs on 
many familiar genre conventions—from the gangster narrative to the urban/rural 
fish-out-of-water comedy—and seems notable only for the fact that much of the 
dialogue is subtitled.  The other planned “original” series do not seem entirely 
original, either: House of Cards is a remake of a successful British series, itself 
adapted from a novel; Eli Roth’s werewolf series, Hemlock Grove, is also based on a 
novel; Arrested Development is a continuation of a series canceled in 2006. 
 
One way Netflix is hedging its bets is through its proprietary recommendations 
engine, driven by 5 billion ratings.  These algorithms fuel what Netflix chief content 
officer Ted Sarandos calls “regression models” that could “produce a risk profile of a 
show.” (http://bit.ly/VPFLSB)  Theoretically, this model could recommend unusual 
hybrids for niche audiences (e.g. “gritty mind-bending science fiction animation”), 
resulting a new generic categories and unique takes on conventional programming.  
Thus far, however, they seem to be hewing fairly close to contemporary tastes in 
“quality” television. 
 
However, creating television for online distribution opens up possibilities for broad 
experiments with the common standards that we often take for granted as part and 
parcel of the televisual medium.  For instance, individual episodes usually have set 
lengths to accommodate a network’s scheduling grid—22 minutes or 45 minutes, 
for instance.  Online distribution removes the necessity for a particular duration, 
meaning that each episode might last a different number of minutes or that a 
different standard length might be considered.  The opportunity to create even 
longer “episodes” that might be split into chunks depending on the viewer’s 
preference is now possible, challenging the necessity of having episodes at all.  On 
the other hand, installments might be shortened substantially.  The Vuguru series 
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The Booth at the End, released on Hulu in July, was designed to be watched variously 
as 62 two-minute episodes on your mobile phone, five half-hour episodes on Hulu 
or cable television, or one full-length movie (http://lat.ms/QDTwmW).  This 
distribution practice questions our common-sense definitions of television 
programs, movies, and web videos. 
 
Online distribution might mean that TV series are more likely to be watched in 
order; Netflix will often cue up the next episode automatically.  Having access to the 
entire series all at once means that the usual repetition built into a series is 
unnecessary.  Viewers can review previous episodes instantly and on their own 
schedule without having to wait for a re-airing.  This access might also lead to 
denser plot lines or more intertextuality, prompting viewers to rewatch episodes to 
catch all the jokes, references, or plot points. 
 
On the other hand, viewers could potentially watch episodes in any order they 
choose.  In a slightly different user interface, more akin to YouTube or iTunes, users 
might be asked to rate each individual episode, causing some to become more 
popular than others and thus creating a canon that has nothing to do with how the 
creators of the show planned it.  This practice could inspire attempts at interactive 
storytelling.  Already, 50% of Netflix users watch their streaming video on their 
gaming consoles (http://bit.ly/PskcUL).  Could online episodes present a choose-
your-own-adventure slate of possibilities to choose from?  Creators, meanwhile, will 
be more able to respond to viewer demand, altering the text after it originally “airs,” 
or is posted online. Eli Roth suggested, “If there’s an editorial change we want to 
make, and we have data to show that people are turning off at this point, we just 
recut it. There’s no reason you couldn’t do it. Think about that. There’s no physical 
DVD to reproduce; there’s—nothing! It’s right there instantaneously. You want to 
tweak something later, you just do it. Who cares?” (http://bit.ly/VPFLSB)   
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